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The Unified Load Dispatch & Communication schemes implemented at all control centers in 
India are equipped with load forecasting tools to assist the Power Grid operators. These load 
forecasting tools primarily use the hourly data and the algorithms are generally based on similar 
day forecast or on weather based forecast. Due to instantaneous hourly sampling of data, no 
separate forecasting is possible for the smaller time interval within an hour. This lacuna poses one 
of the major constraints in these load forecasting tools.   

Therefore in this paper a novel real time load forecasting by SCADA in power system to meet the 
specific requirement of estimating Grid Demand and Frequency on Real Time basis in advance for 
a shorter duration of next immediate 30 minutes is developed. In order to achieve this with the 
high level of accuracy, the well defined and proven algorithms like Similar Day Forecast 
associated with Statistical Analysis are used on Real Time SCADA data and the present paper 
discusses in detail about the developed tools , its performance and results. 

 

Keywords: short-term load forecast, similar day load forecast, profile based forecast, weather based 
forecast, SCADA.  

 

 1.  INTRODUCTION  

 
Short term load forecasting is a time series prediction problem. It analyzes the pattern of 

future electrical loads. The information is crucial to determine hydro, thermal and 
Renewable Distributed generation combinations, to allot transmission corridor, to increase 
operational efficiency and to enhance the reliability of power system. Many methods have 
been used for load forecasting in the past. These include a regression-based approach to 
short-term load forecasting , regression based peak load forecasting using a transformation 
technique [1-2],a generalized knowledge-based short term load-forecasting technique [3], 
short-term load forecasting via ARMA model identification including non Gaussian process 
considerations[4], a data mining approach for spatial modeling in small area load forecast 
[5], a priority vector based technique for load forecasting[6],neural network based short 
term load forecasting, one hour ahead load forecasting using neural network[7-9], short-
term load forecasting[10], electric load forecasting by neural networks considering various 
load type[11], short-term load forecasting based on Kalman filtering algorithm with moving 
window weather and load model[12],the use of reactive power as an indigenous variable in 



 
short-term load forecasting[13], load forecasting performance enhancement when facing 
anomalous events[14], medium term electric load forecasting using TLFN neural 
networks[15],comparison of different forms of the multi-layer feed-forward neural network 
method used for river flow forecasting[16], electric load forecasting for northern Vietnam, 
using an artificial neural network[17], electrical load forecasting using an artificial neural 
network[18], a neuro-fuzzy approach to short-term load forecasting in a price sensitive 
environment[19], future load curve shaping based on  similarity using fuzzy logic 
approach[20], next day load curve forecasting using recurrent neural network structure[21].  

 

Of late, artificial neural networks have been widely employed for load forecasting. 
However, there exist large forecast errors using Artificial Neural Network, when there are 
rapid load fluctuations due to temperature variations; in such instances Fuzzy logic 
approaches have been used.  

 

Most of the papers deal with the next day 24 hour peak load forecasting. These methods 
forecast the demand by using forecasted temperature as forecast information, but when the 
temperature curves changes rapidly on the forecast day, loads changes drastically and 
forecast error increases. 

The limitation of estimation of projected demand for shorter durations of less than an 
hour on real time basis is being addressed in most of the cases by extrapolation of past data 
using regression analysis, which gives error.  

 

In spite of all aspects of performed research in this area, there is still an essential need for 
more accurate and robust short term load forecast methods. The algorithms for short-term 
load forecast especially within the next half an hour horizon, belong to a group of 
methodologies that aim to render more effective the actions of planning, operating and 
controlling electric energy systems in the context of the progressive liberalization of the 
electricity sector and the abolition of the previously imposed monopolistic structure of the 
power sector.  

The load is decomposed into two components. One is weather dependent, and the other is 
weather independent. Each component is modeled separately and the sum of these two gives 
the total load forecast. The behavior of these two controls depicts the total load pattern. The 
behavior of weather independent load is mostly represented by Fourier series or trend 
profiles in terms of the time functions. The weather sensitive portion of the load is 
arbitrarily extracted and modeled by a predetermined functional relationship with weather 
variables. 

 

This paper concentrates on short-term load forecasting, which forms the main focus of 
this paper and predicts a forecast of electric load half an hour ahead of time. Such forecast 
can help to make decisions aimed at preventing imbalance in the power generation and load 
demand, thus leading to greater network reliability and power quality.  

2.  AN OVERVIEW OF SCADA SYSTEMS  

One major tool available for power utilities is the Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) system. SCADA refers to a system that enables an electric utility to 



 

remotely monitor, coordinate, control and operate distribution components, equipments and 
devices in a real time mode from remote locations with acquisition of data for analysis, and 
planning from one central location. Distribution automation through SCADA systems 
directly leads to increased reliability of power for the consumers by lowering operating 
costs for the utility. It results in forecasting an accurate demand and supply management for 
faster restoration of power by alternate arrangement from emergency Generator location 
[22-24]. 
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Fig.1: Typical SCADA systems 

 

The brief descriptions of the major components of SCADA are shown in figure1.  

 

a) Remote Terminal Units (RTU): These are the field devices with input / out put and 
control modules which acquire data like status of breakers, events and measures like 
voltage, current, power etc., and transmit to the central station. These also transfer the 
commands from the central station to the respective circuit breakers. These RTU’s will be 
installed at all the Remote monitoring units (RMU).  

 

b) Computer System: The substation and Master control center are equipped with 
computers having Distribution Automation (DA) application Software packages which 
facilitate processing and analysis of data and decision making for operation and control of 
the remote equipment. 

 

c) Communication System: A suitable communication media is required for 
communication between RTU’s and the control center such as Microwave, Radio, Leased 
Line, GSM / GPRS etc. 

 

d) Other auxiliary equipment: These comprise of the power supply units, control and 
communication cables, battery and battery chargers etc. 



 
 

The list of major functions of the Supervisory control and data acquisition system 
(SCADA) is summarized below:- 

1) Data acquisition from RTUs and storage of database. 

2) Processing of data for converting the raw data to engineering values, checking quality, 
assigning quality flag and checking limit. 

3) Supervisory control of power system element. 

4) Historical data storage and retrieval. 

5) Reconstruction and replay of event. 

6) Protective and informative tagging of power system device. 

7) Load Management. 

8) Sequence of events recording. 

9) Providing user interface to operators. 

10) Inter control center communication. 

11) Real time and historical trends. 

12) State Estimation. 

 

3. LOAD FORECASTING APPROACHES AT SOUTHERN REGION INDIAN 
POWER GRID  

 

Southern Regional Power Grid is a large interconnected power systems having an 
installed capacity of about 37,000 MW, which meets the peak demand of over 24,000 MW , 
covering a geographical area of approx. 6,51,000 sq.km.  

 

Southern Regional Power Grid integrates electrical systems of four States viz. Andhra 
Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Union Territory of Pondicherry.  

 

The break up percentage of different categories of approximate loads in this region are 
Industrial  37.25%, Agricultural 30.10%, Domestic 22.51%,Commercial 6.34% & Others  
3.80%. The regional large demand comes from the agricultural sector and the weather in 
this region has a predominant effect on the demand profile. The region generally 
experiences its peak demand in the months of February-March every year, which comes 
down from April onward and goes to the minimum level during peak monsoon rainy month 
of July/August. The trend showing the energy profile in Southern Region during the last 4 
years is shown in Figure.2. 

 



 

 

Fig..2:  Southern Region Energy Consumption 

The large variation in demand profile in the range from 3000MW to 4000MW from peak to 
off-peak period causes the frequency variation appreciably and the frequency variation 
profile is shown in  
figure.3.  
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Fig.. 3:  Southern Region Demand-profile on 21st Feb, 2009 

 
Southern region had faced acute power shortages before the year 2000. However, with   the 
addition of generation, strengthening of transmission networks, commissioning of 2000 
MW HVDC Bi-pole transmission lines between the places Talcher & Kolar, the power 
scenario has improved considerably during the last 8 years.  
 

However, these changes had imposed additional strain on power system operation and 
the transmission asset utilization by reducing security margins and requiring more 
surveillance. Therefore, it became essential to adapt the best possible grid side management 



 
techniques including the use of reliable short time load forecasting techniques for less than 
an hour, for taking proactive timely action to avoid any contingency in the performance of 
the Power Grid. 

 

Southern Regional Power Grid adopts two approaches for demand forecast viz. Profile 
Based Forecast (PBF) and Weather based forecast (WBF). 

 

 a) Profile Based Forecast (PBF) 

 

The Profile based forecast technique consists of historical demand profile of hourly 
demand data for 96 profiles of recent past 7 days of every calendar months and 12 special 
days (15th August -Indian Independence day, 26th January-Indian Republic day, Diwali 
and Dashera-Indian major fest etc).  

 

b) Weather based forecast (WBF) 

The weather based forecast technique is a composite weather parameter representing 
weather condition and corresponding demand data which are stored on hourly basis in the 
history as profile. The composite weather parameter represents temperature, atmospheric 
pressure, wind speed, wind direction, rainfall and relative humidity through a load 
dependent weight age mathematical expression. The expected weather profile is compared 
with the 25 months historical weather cum demand profile and the 4 best weather matches 
are determined. One demand profile is selected as final demand forecast profile for further 
planning. 

 

4. PROPOSED LOGIC DESIGN FOR DEMAND ESTIMATION  

The Similar Day Load Forecast (SDLF) produces forecasted nodal hourly loads for each 
forecast area. The forecast period covers the current day and future seven days. The load 
forecast values are used in pre-dispatch processes performed by Security-Constrained 
Economic Dispatch (SCED) particularly for the Day-Ahead and Week-Ahead dispatch.  

 

Using daily forecasted weather data, SDLF calculates forecasted load based on historical 
load data and weather data. The load profile consist of the values of actual hourly average 
loads, type of day (normal day and/or holiday) and actual weather data for the day, which 
are previously saved in the database. SDLF extracts from the historical data the best fitting 
curve and then applies customer provided factors to produce the load forecast. 

 

This paper addresses the issue of load forecasting for short duration using hybrid 
algorithms. It comprises of SDLF technique, statistical co-relation of Load Forecast data 
and SCADA real time values, keeping the time window of demand estimation for 30 
minutes only.  

Further, it had been considered for 1 day Forecast window with 1440 (24hours x 
60minutes) samples i.e. one sample for each minute, where as in the conventional SDLF 



 

method, the forecast period is 7 days with 168 (7days x 24hours) samples i.e. one sample 
for each hour.  

 

The demand estimation was also accessed for real time correction and the algorithm was 
arrived after detailed analysis of the load forecast.  

 
Before developing the logistics for demand estimation for short duration i.e.30 minutes in 
advance, for a typical day say 7th Feb’2009, the actual demand data profile had been 
compared with the similar day data of the last week and also with the data of the previous 
day i.e. 6th Feb’2009. The comparison is shown in Figure.4. 
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Fig.4: Typical Demand Variation in SR 

4.1 Discussion 

 
It is vividly evident that compared to the last week’s data the data for the previous day is 
closer. The differential demand between 6thFebruary and 7th February is mostly positive 
(+ve) and has a standard deviation of 434 MW as shown in Figure.5. 
 

 

Fig. 5 Difference in Demands on 6th & 7th Feb2009 

 



 
 
It is observed that the historical reference profile for a working day (Monday to Saturday) is 
best matched with the previous working day, whereas for Holiday (Sunday and Closed 
Holiday), it is best matched with the previous holiday.  Based on this, the load profile of the 
previous day or previous holiday has been taken as the historical reference profile. Further 
the Similar Day Forecast algorithm is extended to each data point of 1 minute interval 
which is an improvement over conventional 1 hour interval data points.  
 

4.2 Developed expressions for demand estimation 

The complete demand estimation is made in two steps 
 
a) Step-1 
 
The forecasted demand for the whole of the next day at 1minute interval just before the 
start of the day is derived as follows:- 
 

( ) ( ) [ ] ( )min max min max min min/ * ........................... 1i iF F F F H H H H= + − − −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
 
Where  

iF =  Initial forecasted demand for the 
thi  minute with i value varies from 1 to 1440. 

maxF =The maximum demand forecasted. 

minF = The minimum demand forecasted. 

iH = . Historical demand at the 
thi minute 

maxH = Historical Maximum demand 

 minH =Historical Minimum demand 
The forecasted maximum and minimum demand are user points, which depend on the 
specific power transaction and availability of generation for the day. 
 
b) Step-2 
 
The forecasted demand is moderated continuously on the day of operation in real time for 
the next 30 samples at an interval of 1 minute each by extrapolating it on the basis of the 
difference observed between the historical demand and actual demand met from 00.00 
Hours up to the point of estimation using the following linear equation:- 
 

( ) * ( )..........................(2)th thy j A B X j= +  
 
Where 

( )thy j = The correction is to be carried out to the earlier forecasted demand for the next 

30 samples or the next 30minutes represented by j = 1 to 30. 
( )thX j = The sample number which varies from 1 to 30 



 

A and B are the statistical constants derived on the basis of forecasted demand versus actual 
demand. 

2 2[ . ] /[ ]B n p q p q n p p= − −∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  
*Average AverageA q B p= −

 
( )th thp i i= Sample number varies from 1 to 1440. 
( ) [ ( ) ( )]th th thq i D i F i= −  
( )thq i  is the differential demand between actual demand ( )D i and initial forecasted 

demand ( )F i  for the 
thi minute and varies from 1 to 1440. 

 
From the above equations (1) and (2), the estimated demand for the next 30 minutes is 
moderated as given below 
 

( ) ( ) ( ).......................(3)th th thF j F i Y j= +  
 
Where 

( )thF i = Initial forecasted demand. 
( )thF j = Final forecasted demand. 
( )thY j =Differential demand estimation. 

 
Demand estimation is done for a 30 minutes short duration of rolling window. This time is 
sufficient for grid operator to take advance action for correction. 
 
Frequency is very vital parameter from the grid operation and security point of view. At 
every instance in the real time the estimated frequency is computed to the reasonable 
accuracy by the expression given below 
 

( [ ( ) ] / )*0.05..............(4)th
e a a aF F D j D D= − −  

 
Where 

eF =Estimated frequency 

aF = Actual frequency in real time at the time of computation 
( )thD j = Estimated demand 

aD = Actual demand at the time of computation. 
5 %= Power number of the system. 
 
The frequency estimation arrived by the equation (4) do not take into the account the 
generation added or removed from the grid during the rolling estimation time window. 
 
The equation (4) is modified in order to account for such variation as shown below 
 

( [{ ( ) } ] / )*0.05........(5)th
e a a a aF F D j D G D= − − +  



 
 
Where 

aG =Generation correction (added/removed) 
 

4.3 Result  

All the computations using the above algorithms were carried out on SCADA real time data 
for real time demand estimation. The Actual demand met is compared with the demand 
estimated for the 5th minute as shown in Fig..6. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6:  Actual verses estimated demand for 9th Feb, 2009 

  

It is observed that the estimated demand is very close to the actual demand met. Also, the 
algorithm adopted for estimating demand in advance for the next 30 minutes, in the interval 
of one minute i.e.30 samples in advance gave automatic correction, if during that period 
some corrective action was taken by any system or sub-system. The special feature of 
continuous self-correcting mechanism built in the algorithm resulted in achieving good 
accuracy. This feature was demonstrated by an actual incident on 9th February, 2009, when 
at around 14:10 Hrs. i.e. 850 th sample, one unit of  210 MW at Raichur Thermal Power 
Station tripped and the consequent error in demand estimation was automatically corrected 
in the next 10 minutes approximately as is evident from figure 6.  
 
This novel technique developed and tested on line, resulted in the estimation of demand, 
frequency and the maximum change in demand and frequency in the next 30 minutes in a 
rolling window and had subsequently displayed the status on the SCADA monitor on real 
time basis as shown in Figure. 7.  
 



 

 
 

 
 

Figure. 7:  SCADA Monitor with rolling window 

 

While comparing the actual demand met and the estimated demand i.e.5th sample on 
rolling window, the maximum variation observed was  +/–100 MW with the average 
variation even less than 30MW on a 22000MW demand scale and a satisfactory  level of 
accuracy was achieved as demonstrated in Figure.8. 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.. 8:  Actual & Estimated Demand Difference 

 

Further, the comparison between actual demand met and estimated demand over a typical 
period of 30 days from 8th February to 9th March, 2009 is shown in Figure.9. 
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 Fig. 9: Estimated Demand Vs Actual Demand Differences over the month 
 

The result vividly indicates that the average variation is consistent and is in the range of 
+/- 40 MW.  

 

5.  CONCLUSION 

 

The novel reliable real time SCADA load forecasting technique developed and tested for 
short duration of 30 minutes is useful for advance warning specifically during load 
changeover, peak, off peak and other times of demand variations and resulted in greater 
network reliability and power quality.  
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